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ABSTRACT: Marine sediments are densely populated by diverse communities of archaea and
bacteria, with intact cells detected kilometers below the seafloor. Analyses of microbial diversity
in these unique environments have identified several dominant taxa that comprise a significant
portion of the community in geographically and environmentally disparate locations. While the
distributions of these populations are well documented, there is significantly less information
describing the means by which such specialized communities assemble within the sediment column. Here, we review known patterns of subsurface microbial community composition and perform a meta-analysis of publicly available 16S rRNA gene datasets collected from 9 locations at
depths from 1 cm to > 2 km below the surface. All data are discussed in relation to the 4 major processes of microbial community assembly: diversification, dispersal, selection, and drift. Microbial
diversity in the subsurface decreases with depth on a global scale. The transition from the seafloor
to the deep subsurface biosphere is marked by a filtering of populations from the surface that
leaves only a subset of taxa to populate the deeper sediment zones, indicating that selection is a
main mechanism of community assembly. The physiological underpinnings for the success of
these persisting taxa are largely unknown, as the majority of them lack cultured representatives.
Ecological explanations for the observed trends are presented, including the possible influence of
energy depletion and the physiological basis of major taxonomic shifts.
KEY WORDS: Marine sediment · Bacteria · Archaea · Microbial diversity · 16S rRNA

Marine sediments cover more than two-thirds of
the Earth’s surface and harbor the largest reservoir of
organic carbon on the planet (Hedges & Keil 1995).
Extensive surveys of subsurface microbial life have
demonstrated the existence of a diverse community
of bacteria and archaea, with cells identified as deep
as 2.5 km below the sediment surface (Schippers et
al. 2005, Ciobanu et al. 2014, Inagaki et al. 2015).
Baas Becking’s long-standing hypothesis that ‘everything is everywhere, but the environment selects’
(Baas Becking 1934, p. 15; translation according to

de Wit & Bouvier 2006) garners new relevance when
examining the microbial community composition of
these unique habitats. The water column acts as a
constant source of input to the sediment below, which
must result in a nearly global deposition of planktonic
populations with a cosmopolitan distribution (Giovannoni 1990, Morris et al. 2002, Gilbert et al. 2012).
Despite this constant influx, molecular surveys have
demonstrated a clear difference between planktonic
and benthic communities, with significant changes in
community composition occurring already at the seafloor (Zinger et al. 2011, Hamdan et al. 2013, Walsh et
al. 2016a). This shift delineates benthic communities
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from the marine habitat as a whole, suggesting that
unique and decisive processes are responsible for
driving the community composition of sediment environments. Such broad changes continue into the subseafloor environment, as demonstrated by a reduction
in species diversity with depth and a vertical stratification of dominant populations, the majority of which
have no cultivated representatives (Sørensen & Teske
2006, Orcutt et al. 2011, Parkes et al. 2014, Walsh et
al. 2016a,b, Starnawski et al. 2017). While the distributions of these populations are well documented,
there is less information describing the parameters responsible for shaping subsurface communities. Links
between environmental parameters and community
composition have been proposed (Inagaki et al. 2006,
Hewson et al. 2007, Jorgensen et al. 2012); however,
these appear to be overshadowed by a global distribution of dominant populations which occurs independently of environmental conditions (Orcutt et al.
2011, Parkes et al. 2014). What factors are responsible
for driving community dynamics within the isolated
subsurface biosphere? Are populations filtered out
from the sediment surface, or does evolution have a
hand in constantly shaping a uniquely adapted subsurface community? Our understanding of the relative
influence of these and other processes in the subsurface environment hinges on a dissection of community
assembly, which is defined as the means by which the
species composition of a community is determined
(Mittelbach & Schemske 2015).
Community assembly is governed by a myriad of
overlapping processes. In an attempt to disentangle
these processes and reduce the mounting complexity
associated with the study of community ecology, Vellend proposed a conceptual synthesis that centers on
4 major assembly mechanisms: (1) dispersal, i.e. the
movement of cells across space; (2) speciation (or
diversification), i.e. the generation of genetic variation; (3) drift, i.e. random changes in community composition across time; and (4) selection, i.e. the change
in community structure due to fitness differences
among community members (Vellend 2010, Nemergut
et al. 2013). This framework has since been evaluated for microbial systems, providing a unified lens
through which microbial community assembly patterns can be investigated (Nemergut et al. 2013).
While none of these processes act in isolation, the relative importance of each may vary among different
systems (Vellend 2010, Stegen et al. 2013). To date,
these processes have largely been evaluated in
aquifer communities (Stegen et al. 2012, 2013), leaving us without a comprehensive framework describing community assembly in the marine subsurface.

The objective of this review is to explore the topic of
microbial community assembly in relation to subsurface marine sediments, integrating our current understanding of the 4 major assembly processes with
our knowledge of subsurface environmental conditions and depth distributions of microbial taxa. In addition, we present a meta-analysis of 16S rRNA gene
sequence diversity, collected from 9 globally distributed sites at depths ranging from 1 cm to > 2 km
below the seafloor and discuss these data in relation
to the 4 major processes of microbial community assembly: diversification, dispersal, selection, and drift.

Sediment environment
The vertical structure of the sediment column consists of newly deposited material on the surface that
increases in age with depth. Cells that are deposited
from the planktonic realm or that populate the surficial environment become buried over time, gradually
separating them from the sediment surface and exposing them to a successive change in environmental
conditions. One of the most pronounced of these
changes is energy depletion — a process resulting
from both the microbial oxidation of buried organic
matter as well as its increasing recalcitrance with
sediment depth and age (Middelburg 1989, Langerhuus et al. 2012, Lomstein et al. 2012). This decrease
in energy availability is reflected in the cell-specific
metabolic rates within the community, which drop by
2 to 3 orders of magnitude within the uppermost
meters of the sediment column (Holmkvist et al.
2011, Røy et al. 2012). This pattern is mirrored by a
steady regression of microbial cell numbers with
depth, a trend which can be correlated to both the
age of the sediment as well as the availability of
organic matter (Kallmeyer et al. 2012, Parkes et al.
2014, Jørgensen & Marshall 2016). The relationship
between community size and energy availability is
believed to be the product of a basal power requirement (BPR), which refers to the minimum amount of
energy required for basic repair and maintenance
functions (Lever et al. 2015, Jørgensen & Marshall
2016). Organic matter quality and quantity determine the energy flux available at a given sediment
depth and age, and the BPR determines the theoretical upper limit of the community size that can be supported at this energy flux (Hoehler & Jørgensen
2013, Kempes et al. 2017). Despite the strong energy
limitations in the deep subsurface, amino acid racemization models suggest that vegetative cells must
continually turn over their biomass during burial
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(Langerhuus et al. 2012, Lomstein et al. 2012). Active
cells may, however, exist in a survival state, devoting
their limited energy to the repair and synthesis of
essential biomolecules rather than to cell division
and growth (Langerhuus et al. 2012, Lomstein et al.
2012, Lever et al. 2015, Kempes et al. 2017).
Energy availability and community size can be correlated to rates of organic matter burial or to sedimentation rates (Parkes et al. 2014). Such rates can
vary between sites and are usually dependent on
productivity of the overlying water column, water
depth, and the flux of clastic material and organic
matter from land, with regions underlying coastal
waters having higher rates of burial (Middelburg et
al. 1993).
In addition to this pattern of energy depletion, the
sediment column also exhibits a depth-associated
geochemical zonation (Fig. 1) resulting from the thermodynamically driven succession of different electron
acceptors in the sediment (Froehlich et al. 1979, Canfield et al. 1993, Thamdrup et al. 1994). Near the sediment surface, geochemical stratification is disrupted
due to sediment reworking and bioirrigation caused
by the construction and venting of macrofaunal burrows and tubes. These structures collectively increase
the area of the sediment−water interface, allowing
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labile organic matter and dissolved metabolites to be
transported deeper into the seafloor (Kristensen 2001,
Reise 2002, Kristensen et al. 2012). Bioturbation processes reach a global average depth of 10 ± 5 cm below the seafloor (cmbsf), creating a surficial zone
marked by high geochemical heterogeneity and a
downward extension of the oxidized surface environment (Boudreau 1998, Meysman et al. 2006). With
little exception, microbial activity and community dynamics are highest within this region. This is due to
both the mixing processes as well as the burrows
themselves, which have been shown to harbor patches
of stimulated microbial activity relative to the surrounding sediment (Reichardt 1988, Bertics & Ziebis
2009). The transition out from below the bioturbation
zone marks the beginning of the more stable subsurface, where energy is limited and diffusion takes over
as the predominant mixing process (Jørgensen &
Marshall 2016). Sulfate reduction (SR) is the dominating remineralization process below this region, resulting in a sulfidic vertical expansion commonly referred
to as the SR zone (Jørgensen 1982). Below the SR
zone, the sulfate-dependent anaerobic oxidation of
methane peaks in a narrow zone referred to as the
sulfate−methane transition (SMT) zone, where a local
maximum in SR rates is typically observed (Thomsen
et al. 2001, Leloup et al. 2007). Sulfate
is depleted at the SMT zone, at which
point methanogenesis takes over as
the predominant remineralization process (Holmkvist et al. 2011). The extension of these various zones is strongly
influenced by the availability and input
of organic matter into the sediment. In
coastal areas, high biological productivity and increased rates of organic
matter deposition lead to rapid oxygen
depletion, thereby increasing the relative significance and extension of zones
dedicated to anaerobic remineralization processes (D’Hondt et al. 2002). In
low-productivity (e.g. gyre) areas, in
contrast, organic matter deposition is
extremely low, and oxygen can penetrate several meters into the sediment
column (Røy et al. 2012).

Fig. 1. Microbial community assembly processes in sediments. The 3 major
community assembly processes (dispersal, selection, and diversification) and
their respective consequence for the microbial community pattern are superimposed on a schematic drawing of the vertical biogeochemical zonation in
marine sediments. Organic matter quality decreases with increasing sediment
depth and age; the upper 10 cm are typically mixed by faunal activities (bioturbation, bioirrigation); sulfate is gradually depleted by microbial sulfate reduction,
which is replaced by methanogenesis as a main terminal electron-accepting
process at depth

Microbial diversity in sediments
Molecular analyses of microbial
phylogenetic (16S rRNA) diversity in
marine sediments have identified sev-
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eral key taxa that comprise a significant portion of
the community in geographically and environmentally disparate locations (Biddle et al. 2006, Inagaki et
al. 2006, Orcutt et al. 2011, Teske 2013, Parkes et al.
2014, Carr et al. 2015). Many of these taxonomic
groups lack cultured representatives, leaving their
physiological characteristics largely unknown. One
of the most dominant phyla within subsurface sites is
the Atribacteria (Dodsworth et al. 2013, Nobu et al.
2016), a newly classified phylum consisting of the
candidate divisions OP9 (Hugenholtz et al. 1998) and
JS1 (Webster et al. 2004). Other common bacterial
phyla include the Proteobacteria, Chloroflexi, and
Planctomycetes (Parkes et al. 2014). For Archaea,
many sequences tend to cluster within uncultivated
lineages belonging to several dominant phyla (Teske
& Sørensen 2008). Common lineages include Marine
Group I (MG-I, DeLong 1992), now classified within
the phylum Thaumarchaeota (Brochier-Armanet et
al. 2008), as well as the Miscellaneous Crenarchaeotal Group (MCG, Inagaki et al. 2003), which has been
recently separated into its own phylum, the Bathyarchaeota (Meng et al. 2014). Members of the Marine
Benthic Group B/Deep Sea Archaeal Group (MBGB/DSAG, Vetriani et al. 1999, Inagaki et al. 2003) are
also ubiquitous in subsurface environments. This
lineage has recently been classified into its own separate candidate phylum, the Lokiarchaeota (Spang et
al. 2015), within the Asgard superphylum (ZarembaNiedzwiedzka et al. 2017).
While universally prevalent, many of these taxa appear to predominate at different depths within the
sediment column. Analyses of surface sediment are
marked by a higher percentage of proteobacterial
classes (Gamma-, Delta-, and Alphaproteobacteria)
(Li et al. 2009, Quaiser et al. 2011, Zinger et al. 2011,
Hamdan et al. 2013, Dyksma et al. 2016), while the
subsurface is often dominated by sequences clustering within the Atribacteria and the 3 archaeal phyla
mentioned in the previous paragraph (Teske 2006,
2013, Orcutt et al. 2011, Parkes et al. 2014). Analyses
of the factors underlying these distribution patterns
have proposed varying theories. One hypothesis is
that geochemical zonation, or electron acceptor availability, may influence the vertical organization of
subsurface prokaryotic populations (Durbin & Teske
2012, Jorgensen et al. 2012). The community patterns
that can be correlated to geochemical zonation are
likely exhibited by functional groups of terminal oxidizers, which perform remineralization processes associated with specific zones (Loy et al. 2004, Leloup et
al. 2007, 2009, Lever 2013). An example is the strong
association of Deltaproteobacteria with SR in marine

sediments. Because sulfate concentrations are generally highest in the surface layers, these populations
tend to be most abundant in the surface and decrease
with depth (Leloup et al. 2007, 2009, Blazejak &
Schippers 2011, Kawai et al. 2014). While such distributions are well documented, there are few data supporting the theory that geochemical zonation drives
the composition of the total microbial community.
This theory is also contradicted by the co-occurrence
of microorganisms that occupy different metabolic
niches, such as sulfate-reducing microorganisms and
methanogens, throughout much of the sediment column (Leloup et al. 2007, Schippers et al. 2012). In addition, functional gene surveys and models of substrate uptake suggest that fermenters comprise the
majority of subsurface populations (Lever 2013,
Kirchman et al. 2014). Alternative analyses of microbial community composition have suggested that sediment depth and age, rather than geochemical zonation, may be a key driver of diversity (Walsh et al.
2016a, Starnawski et al. 2017). Such studies have
identified a vertical succession of subsurface populations, resulting in communities from a given depth
having similar composition regardless of geographic
location or geochemical conditions. A recent analysis
of this vertical succession found that sediment age
and organic degradation rates exert primary control
on changes in bacterial richness, with all properties
declining with sediment depth (Walsh et al. 2016b).

Meta-analysis of subsurface microbial diversity
To produce a more comprehensive picture of microbial community composition throughout the sediment
column, we performed a meta-analysis of available
16S rRNA datasets collected from a variety of habitats and depths (Table 1; Fig. 2). These depths span
the length of the sediment column, providing a comprehensive overview of population changes that occur
with the transition from the surface environment to
the deep subsurface biosphere.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
The Sequence Read Archive (www.trace.ncbi.nlm.
nih.gov/Traces/sra) was used to find all (as of January 2016) 16S rRNA gene datasets obtained from marine sediments. These were then screened for metadata, extracting only datasets with annotated sampling
depths. The resulting datasets (Table 1) consisted of
292 sediment samples taken from 9 different geo-
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Table 1. Datasets used in the meta-analysis. Latitude, longitude, and depth were obtained with data from the Sequence Read
Archive (SRA). Data can be accessed there using the SRA ID. Fragment length reflects the minimum sequence length
considered in the analysis
Location

Latitude Longitude

Arctic Mid-Ocean Ridge 73.57
Canterbury Basin
−44.94
Caspian Sea
39.75
China Sea off Taiwan
22.39
Gulf of Mexico
28.88
King George Island
−62.20
Nankai Trough
33.56
Pacific Margin
41.18
Aarhus Bay
56.15

8.16
172.02
50.48
119.90
−90.43
−58.80
137.19
142.20
10.32

Depth
range (m)

Fragment
(bp)

No. of
samples

Reference

SRA ID

0.16−3.1
5.6−1922.27
0.02−0.34
0.5−4.5
0.01−0.09
15−55
1−307
1279.1−2458.8
0.089−10.55

195
450
250
395
260
500
400
450
200

15
22
41
18
72
16
12
67
29

Jorgensen et al. (2012)
Ciobanu et al. (2014)
Mahmoudi et al. (2015)
Unpublished
Devereux et al. (2015)
Unpublished
Reed et al. (2002)
Inagaki et al. (2015)
Starnawski et al. (2017)

SRP009131
ERP002102
SRP047389
SRP029906
SRP015731
SRP017144
DRP002370
SRP052922
SRP068282

graphical locations (Fig. 2) at depths ranging from 2
cm to 2.5 km below the seafloor. The raw read files
were downloaded from these datasets using sratoolkit version 2.5.4, supplied by the National Center
for Biotechnology Information Web page. Each dataset was then quality screened using fastQC version
0.11.4 software, where sequences shorter than 95%
of the average length of the dataset were removed,
resulting in 7 387 166 reads. Chimeric sequences
were identified and removed by the UCHIME algorithm in de novo mode (Edgar et al. 2011). For each
dataset, reads were clustered into operational taxonomic units (OTUs) based on a 97% sequence iden-

tity cut-off using Usearch version 7.0.959 (Edgar
2013). OTUs were taxonomically classified using the
classify.seqs function of mothur version 1.36.1 software (Schloss et al. 2009), with the SSU Ref NR 99
Silva database (release 123) as a reference (Quast et
al. 2013). With this database, 87% of the total number
of reads across all datasets could be classified at the
phylum level with default settings for the classify.seqs
command. Unclassified reads were removed from
further analysis. The resulting OTU-taxonomy tables
were imported, combined, and analyzed in R version
3.2.0. In addition to subtracting control samples from
the positive samples, as described by Inagaki et al.

0.16−3.1m
(15 samples)

Latitude

50

0.089−10.55m
(29 samples)

1279.1−2458.8m
(49 samples)
1−307m
(12 samples)
0.5−4.5m
(18 samples)

0.01−0.09m
(72 samples)
0.02−0.34m
(41 samples)

0

−50

5.6−1922.27m
(22 samples)

15−55m
(16 samples)

−100

0

100

200

Longitude
Fig. 2. Geographical location of sediment samples analyzed. Depth range (in meters below sediment surface) and total number
of samples are shown for each study location
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(2015), and removing OTUs represented by a single
sequence across a given dataset, all libraries were
screened for common laboratory and extraction kit
contaminants (Salter et al. 2014). OTUs that were
found to be contaminants as classified at the genus
level were then removed. For the Pacific Margin dataset (Table 1), OTU-level contaminants associated
with drilling and present in negative control PCR
reactions were also removed. The contaminant OTUs
represented <1% of the total reads for each dataset
except for the Pacific Margin and the Caspian Sea
datasets (Table 1), where the percentage was higher.
The final dataset consisted of 6 078 606 reads. Shannon
diversity and Chao 1 richness estimations were calculated on the resulting OTU tables using the vegan
package (version 2.3.0).
To compare the OTU composition of communities
across geographical locations, we aligned the qualityfiltered sequence reads from each of the 9 datasets
against the SSU Ref NR 99 Silva database (release
123). We then combined datasets where sequence
reads covered the same part of the 16S/18S rRNA
gene and filtered out a 153 bp long region spanned
by the reads of the selected datasets for further analyses. The resulting dataset consisted of 792 656 sequence reads representing 78 samples from 6 different geographical locations; 3 locations were excluded

A

B

because of too-short read lengths or too-low read
numbers after filtering. The sequences were clustered into OTUs as described in the previous paragraph, and the distribution of OTUs among samples
was analyzed in R with the vegan package (version
2.4-2) by non-metric multidimensional scaling
(NMDS) ordination based on a Wisconsin normalized
Bray-Curtis dissimilarity matrix (see Fig. 7A). For 3
locations with samples covering a depth gradient of
several meters, individual OTUs were traced across
depth and the fraction of OTUs occurring in all
depths (persisting OTUs) calculated for each depth
(see Fig. 7B−D).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The community composition within each depth
interval was first examined by estimating alpha diversity, i.e. the diversity contained within a single habitat (Whittaker 1972). Analyses of diversity (Shannon
index) and richness (Chao 1) indicate a drop in both
parameters with depth (Fig. 3), with the highest values exhibited near the seafloor. The Shannon index
estimates diversity, giving a higher weight per individual to rare species than to dominant species (Hill
et al. 2003). Its decrease with depth is therefore in-
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Fig. 3. Depth distribution of microbial diversity, species richness, and abundance in marine sediment. The common y-axis shows the depth intervals the dataset was divided into,
with the first interval corresponding to the bioturbation zone. (A) Shannon diversity based
on operational taxonomic unit clustering of 16S rRNA amplicon sequence datasets. (B)
Chao1 richness estimates based on the same data as the Shannon index. (C) Cell numbers
for the corresponding depths, estimated from the model proposed by Parkes et al. (2014).
(D) Depth coverage of each dataset: grey bars represent the depth interval of the samples.
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they contain separate datasets for Bacteria and Archaea
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Class rank and relative abundance
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Location Sediment
depth (m)

0.01–0.1

% Relative abundance
0.1–0.5

(0−1) %
(1−10) %
(10−100) %

0.5–1
Location
1–5

5–50

50–500
500–1500

Aarhus Bay
Arctic Mid−Ocean Ridge
Canterbury Basin
Caspian Sea
China Sea off Taiwan
Gulf Of Mexico
King George Island
Nankai Trough
Pacific Margin

Domain
Archaea
Bacteria
Eukarya

1500–2500

Domain
[190]

[180]

[170]

[160]

[150]

[140]

[130]

[120]
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[100]

[90]

[80]

[70]

[60]

[50]

[40]

[30]

[20]

[10]

[1]

Fig. 4. Depth distribution of main taxonomic groups in marine sediments. The figure is based on analysis of 16S rRNA amplicon sequence libraries. The y-axis represents every single sample in the study arranged by depth, with the color scale indicating the origin of the sample. The x-axis displays the class-level taxonomic group arranged from most abundant on the left to
least abundant on the right. Domain affiliation is indicated by color. The identities of the different numbered classes are provided in Table S1 in the Supplement at www.int-res.com/articles/suppl/a079p177_supp.pdf. Fill color intensity reflects the
relative abundance interval of a given class at a given depth

dicative of a change from datasets containing many
species in equal or low abundances in the surface
(high index) to few dominant species in the deep subsurface (low index). The Chao 1 index provides an
estimate of species richness, taking into account the
number of rare species present within a sample
(Hughes et al. 2001); it shows a decrease of the total
number of species with depth. A similar pattern of decreasing diversity and richness was recently reported
in a study of the equatorial Pacific Ocean and North
Pacific Gyre (Walsh et al. 2016a). This study, which
extended to a depth of 6 m below the seafloor (mbsf),
found taxonomic richness estimates to be highest in
the overlying water column and lowest in the deepest

sediment samples taken. A more recent analysis found
a similar pattern of decreasing richness with depth,
with deeper extension into the sediment column
(Walsh et al. 2016b). Here, we see the same trends on
a global scale. The observed diversity and richness
profiles resemble the drop in cell numbers with
depth (Fig. 3), suggesting that processes constraining
the community size also control community diversity.
The diversity and richness estimates were supplemented by an overview of the predominant taxonomic changes from the surface environment to the
deep biosphere (Fig. 4). This profile displays changes
in the relative abundance of microbial classes with
burial into the sediment column. The results are in-
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Actinobacteria; Actinobacteria
relative abundance populations that
decrease with depth, e.g. Delta- and
Actinobacteria; OPB41
Gammaproteobacteria; and (2) initial
Atribacteria; unclassified
low relative abundance populations
that increase with depth, e.g. sporeBacteria; unclassified
formers (Bacilli and Clostridia), AtribBacteroidetes; Bacteroidia
acteria, Dehalococcoidia, and most of
the Archaea. A very abrupt change in
Chloroflexi; Dehalococcoidia
these patterns is observed for the 2
Firmicutes; Bacilli
deepest intervals, which are based on
samples from the Pacific Margin and
Firmicutes; Clostridia
Canterbury Basin. Below 300 m
Planctomycetes; Phycisphaerae
(Ciobanu et al. 2014) and 700 m (Inagaki et al. 2015), the analyzed sediProteobacteria; Alphaproteobacteria
ments change in lithology from muddy
Proteobacteria; Deltaproteobacteria
to sandy or lignite coal, respectively.
As a result, the 2 deepest intervals
Proteobacteria; Gammaproteobacteria
(Figs. 4 & 5) represent unique environOpisthokonta; Nucletmycea
ments compared to the rest of the sediment column. This is indicated by the
Mean relative abundance
exceptionally low diversity present
0−1%
within these samples, as well as the
1−5%
stark change in community composi5−10%
Sediment depth (m)
tion relative to the overlying depths. In
10−50%
the study of Inagaki et al. (2015), the
Fig. 5. Depth distribution of the top 20 most abundant taxonomic groups in
dominant community members were
marine sediments. The y-axis names the groups (class-level taxonomic resolureported to resemble typical soil
tion) of highest relative abundance in 16S rRNA amplicon sequence libraries
microbes, suggesting that the terresfrom marine sediments, and the x-axis shows the sediment depth intervals. Fill
trial origin of this sediment plays a role
color intensity reflects the mean relative abundance of sequence reads assigned to a group at a given depth
in its taxonomic composition. To further analyze changes in diversity with
depth, 6 of the most abundant subsurface lineages
OTU composition varies broadly by site, indicating
were selected, and their respective OTU numbers
that each site contains a relatively distinct OTU comper sample were counted and plotted across the
munity (Fig. 7A). While samples vary by site, the disentire depth profile. This analysis shows that the
tribution of the total community is significantly correoverall drop in community diversity (Fig. 3) is mirlated with depth (p < 0.001), which suggests that
rored by a drop of diversity within individual lineincreasing sediment depth drives a systematic change
ages with depth (Fig. 6).
in the global microbial community. To examine this
To examine similarities in OTU composition bechange more closely, we analyzed the distribution of
tween geographic locations, we performed an addiOTUs across depth intervals from within 3 different
tional analysis of beta diversity within the combined
sampling sites. Within each site, we traced OTUs
dataset. The resulting NMDS ordination shows that
across depth intervals, revealing a small subset of
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OTUs that are present throughout all the sampled
depths (Fig. 7B−D). These OTUs represent a small
percentage of the total OTU richness in these sediments (4 to 18%) but make up a significant proportion of the total microbial community (40 to 70%).
Closer examination of the taxonomic identity of these
OTUs revealed that they belong to predominant subsurface lineages such as Atribacteria and Dehalococcoidia, which were among the most abundant persisting OTUs at all 3 sites.

Microbial community assembly in sediments
What processes are driving the broad community
changes apparent in our meta-analysis? To better
understand these patterns on a global scale, we
will now review the 4 major processes of microbial community assembly: dispersal, diversification,
drift, and selection (Fig. 1). By integrating our current knowledge of the marine subsurface environment, we seek to understand how these processes
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Dispersal
Dispersal refers to the movement of organisms
across space and can be both passive and active
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(Martiny et al. 2006, Nemergut et al. 2013). In the
seabed, passive dispersal is largely restricted to the
bioturbation zone, where macrofaunal burrowing
constantly redistributes particulate matter and microbial cells (Meysman et al. 2006). Below this region,
molecular diffusion takes over as the primary means
of passive transport, limiting the potential for movement across large distances. To illustrate this limitation, Hoehler & Jørgensen (2013) used the diffusion
coefficient of micrometer-sized particles in porous
sediments (1 × 10−9 cm2 s−1; typo corrected from
Hoehler & Jørgensen 2013) to calculate the potential
for microbial displacement by random Brownian
motion. From this calculation, they determined that it
would take roughly 1 million years for the average
cell to traverse a vertical distance of only 6 m. The
structuring of the sediment matrix is likely to further
limit this process, due to the tendency for subsurface
cells to adhere to sediment particles (Meyer-Reil
1994, Lever et al. 2015). While the effects of such
adhesion have not been directly measured in deeper
sediments, quantification in the surface environment
has shown that 40 to 90% (Fenchel 2008) or over 95%
(Zäncker 2015) of the community is at least temporarily attached to the sediment matrix at any given time.
Active dispersal takes the form of motility, usually
resulting from chemotactic attraction to low molecular weight organics or gradients of terminal electron
acceptors (Fenchel 2002, 2008). In sediments, motile
capabilities are largely paradoxical. They confer selective advantages in that they provide faster and directional access to energy sources within a highly
energy-depleted environment. However, they do so
at a high energetic cost, due to the need for maintenance and operation of specialized structures, such
as the flagella (Taylor & Stocker 2012, Hoehler & Jørgensen 2013). Much like its passive counterpart, the
potential for active dispersal is expected to peak
within the bioturbation zone, due to the small-scale
heterogeneity of the environment coupled with an
increased availability of freshly deposited organic
matter (Fenchel 2008). Within this more dynamic
environment, it is feasible that motility serves as a
means to avoid burial in locations with low sedimentation rates. This could allow motile bacteria to retain
access to freshly deposited sources of organic matter
over longer time scales. While there has been limited
research on the motility of bacteria in deeper sediment layers, one could postulate that the low energy
and homogeneity of the environment would not support a motile lifestyle (Lever et al. 2015). This is illustrated in one study in sandy sediments, which documents a drop in the percentage of motile cells from
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10% in the surface to 2−4% at 40 cmbsf (Fenchel
2008). A more recent study in Aarhus Bay (Denmark)
found similar results, indicating a drop in the motile
fraction of the community from 1.8% at the seafloor
to 0.2% at 50 cm depth (Zäncker et al. 2015). While
examination of an alternate site found motile cells to
comprise up to 20% of the total community at 40
cmbsf (Fenchel 2008), these numbers are likely to
decline as energy availability diminishes. The potential for motility within the deep biosphere is particularly improbable, as the energy available there is
incapable of driving flagellar propulsion (Hoehler &
Jørgensen 2013). This expectation of an immobilized
deep biosphere is consistent with metagenomic surveys of deep subsurface sediments, which show that
motility genes are rare and decrease with depth (Biddle et al. 2008). Collectively, these observations suggest that dispersal between sediment depths may
play a limited role in driving vertical changes in subsurface microbial community composition. While passive and active dispersal are likely amplified within the
surficial environment, they are unlikely to result in
the long-distance displacement of populations within
the sediment column.

Diversification
Diversification describes the generation of new
genetic variation due to spontaneous mutations, gene
loss and genome rearrangements, or horizontal gene
transfer (HGT) (Prozorov 2001, Nemergut et al. 2013,
Albalat & Cañestro 2016). These processes hinge on
community growth or a succession of multiple generations for genetic changes to settle in a population
(Weller & Wu 2015). Highly dynamic environments
with higher growth rates are prone to higher rates of
HGT and de novo mutations that introduce novel
traits into populations and drive speciation events.
Non-growing communities, in contrast, have little
scope for adaptive change. Prior reviews on energy
limitations in sediments have addressed the constraints on diversification faced by members of these
slow-growing communities (Hoehler & Jørgensen
2013, Lever et al. 2015, Jørgensen & Marshall 2016).
Based on results from a range of analytical approaches,
these studies consistently produce strikingly low estimates of rates of turnover of microbial biomass, which
serves as a proxy for the generation time of microbial
populations. Such generation times are expected to
increase steeply with depth, approaching tens to
hundreds of years at only 1 mbsf. With such limited
turnover, a buried community may go through as few
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as 11 500 cumulative generations from when it is first
buried below the bioturbation zone until it reaches a
depth of 40 mbsf (Jørgensen & Marshall 2016). These
estimates provide very little basis for the introduction
and propagation of beneficial mutations into subsurface populations, even over the geologic time scales
by which sediments accumulate. Indeed, looking at the
diversity changes within individual lineages (Fig. 6),
there is no evidence of species-level diversification in
sediments. The number of OTUs within a given lineage generally decreases with depth, indicating that
new OTUs do not arise as populations are buried
within the sediment column. Diversification could
still act at genetic levels not reflected in 16S rRNA,
thereby imparting changes in functional genes or
physiological traits not discernible by the taxonomic
data presented here. However, a recent study on
genome evolution in the subsurface showed that
nucleotide sequence diversity of dominant lineages
was low and relatively stable across the length of
the sediment column, suggesting that evolutionary
changes are limited across the entirety of the genome
(Starnawski et al. 2017). In theory, the rates of diversification could be amplified by different factors,
such as the propensity for microorganisms to acquire
genes from other organisms through HGT (Wiedenbeck & Cohan 2011). Since viruses appear to be
highly abundant in subsurface sediments, they could
act to accelerate rates of HGT (Engelhardt et al. 2014,
2015). However, due to the apparent lack of longdistance dispersal in the subsurface, HGT would be
more likely to act within localized populations and
would not contribute significantly to the broad patterns of vertical distribution that we see (Fig. 4).

Drift
Ecological drift refers to random changes in species
relative abundances due to stochastic variables, such
as random birth−death events within a population or
unpredictable disturbances (Martiny et al. 2006, Vellend 2010, Nemergut et al. 2013). This concept is
analogous to that of genetic drift in population genetics, whereby changes in gene frequencies in a population occur solely by chance (Chase & Myers 2011).
Although the factors influencing drift are largely
unpredictable, they can still have significant effects
on the composition of microbial communities. The
relative importance of drift can be, in some cases,
measured directly by comparing phylogenetic community composition data with randomized predictions or
null model expectations (Stegen et al. 2012, 2013).

When applied in the terrestrial subsurface, this approach has shown that drift alone can govern up to
29% of microbial community turnover (Stegen et al.
2013). While significant, the effects of drift on community assembly in the terrestrial subsurface appear
to be secondary to more deterministic processes,
such as selection (Stegen et al. 2012).
Larger population sizes are expected to reduce the
role of extinction through drift, as random changes in
organism abundances are less likely to result in the
removal of an entire population (Nemergut et al.
2013). Research in macro-ecology has shown that
selective pressures and diversity can also influence
drift (Chase & Myers 2011). Specifically, the effects of
drift are most significant when selection is weak and
alpha diversity (the local species diversity) is low.
Here, we find that diversity and richness are both
highest within the uppermost meters of the sediment
column (Fig. 3). As diversity and population sizes decrease with depth, drift could influence assembly
patterns due to random extinction events. However,
as the changes we see in the communities largely
occur for larger populations, such as the Gammaproteobacteria (Fig. 5), the disappearances of these
abundant taxa are less likely to be due to random
extinction events.

Selection
The final mechanism of community assembly is the
selection of individuals or populations due to fitness
differences between taxa (Nemergut et al. 2013).
Selection is imposed by abiotic and biotic pressures
within the environment, the latter of which can be
either antagonistic or synergistic (Stegen et al. 2012).
The effects of selection typically manifest in the phylogenetic clustering of communities within similar
environments. This is believed to be the result of ecological coherence within taxa, which suggests that
phylogenetic units have ecological importance (Philippot et al. 2010). Ecological coherence has been demonstrated at high taxonomic levels, resulting in
assemblages of microorganisms at the phyla or class
level becoming clustered within similar environments
(Philippot et al. 2009). Competition for resources can
alter this picture, instead resulting in a pattern of
phylogenetic overdispersion whereby species occupying a single habitat are more distantly related than
expected by chance (Koeppel & Wu 2014). The effects of selection are similar to those of diversification
in that both produce phylogenetic or functional patterns in response to environmental parameters. How-
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ever, while diversification introduces new populations into a community, selection only affects the relative abundances of populations that are already
present (Nemergut et al. 2013).
The global reduction in diversity and richness with
depth seen in Fig. 3 is indicative of selection, as it
suggests that certain populations disappear as they
are buried deeper within the sediment column. These
patterns mirror the energy-driven drop in microbial
cell numbers with depth (Kallmeyer et al. 2012,
Parkes et al. 2014, Jørgensen & Marshall 2016), suggesting that the imposed energy limitations remove
specific populations along with reducing the size of
the total community. A similar relationship between
microbial diversity and organic matter availability
has been demonstrated in previous research, such as
a study of Arctic deep-sea sediments which identified a positive response of bacterial OTU richness to
increased phytodetrital input (Bienhold et al. 2012).
A more recent analysis from 4 sites of the Integrated
Ocean Drilling Program could directly correlate the
depth-driven exponential decline in microbial richness with organic matter degradation rates, providing direct evidence that organic matter availability
may drive the vertical drop in richness (Walsh et al.
2016b). The productivity of the overlying water column has also been linked to sedimentary community
composition, suggesting that different microbial taxa
have varying fitness responses to energy limitations
(Polymenakou et al. 2005, Bienhold et al. 2012). Varying adaptations to energy constraints may also explain the distributions of the most dominant populations seen here, which vary in relative abundance
according to sediment depth (Fig. 5). The phylogenetic structuring of the surface environment differs
markedly from the deep biosphere, and several prominent taxa are associated with the latter (Figs. 4 & 5,
Teske 2006, 2013, Teske & Sørensen 2008, Orcutt et
al. 2011, Parkes et al. 2014). The groups of Archaea
and Bacteria that become enriched within the deep
subsurface are still present in higher sediment layers
(Figs. 4 & 5), suggesting that they are derived from a
subset of the surface community. The majority of
these dominant subsurface populations have been
found to belong to a core subset of ‘persister’ microorganisms, whose relative abundances increase with
sediment depth, irrespective of geochemical zonation (Starnawski et al. 2017). This relative increase in
the abundance of specific taxa is indicative of selection and in sharp contrast to diversification and dispersal, both of which are responsible for bringing
new populations into a community (Vellend 2010,
Nemergut et al. 2013).
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At the OTU level, community composition still
changes systematically with depth, but sampling site
also plays an important role in determining OTU
composition particularly within the surface samples
(Fig. 7A). Similarities in OTU composition within
sites suggest that different geographic locations have
endemic seed communities, which constrain the
composition of the subsurface community below.
This interpretation is supported by results from
Zinger et al. (2014), which indicate that distance has
a strong impact on community dissimilarity within
surface sediments (≤10 cmbsf). Local communities of
OTUs still show evidence of environmental filtering
with depth, as demonstrated by the presence of persisting OTUs within each analyzed site (Fig. 7B−D).
These OTUs make up a small subset of the total OTU
richness but comprise a significant portion of the total
microbial community. Patterns of persisting OTUs
mirror the results by Starnawski et al. (2017), suggesting that environmental selection shapes subsurface communities on a global scale. OTUs classified
as Atribacteria and Dehalococcoidia are among the
most dominant persisters at all 3 analyzed sites. This
reflects the results from the analyses of microbial
classes with depth, reinforcing the expectation that
selective processes are reflected at higher taxonomic
levels (Philippot et al. 2009, 2010) despite variability
in the OTU composition between sites.
Collectively, these observations suggest that the
deep subsurface biosphere represents a highly selective habitat for microorganisms harboring favorable
adaptations that may have emerged in other lowenergy environments, possibly independently of the
sediment habitat. The transition into the deep subsurface is marked by a filtering of unadapted populations from the surface, as only a subset of persisting
taxa survives and grows to dominate the subsurface
community. Due to the close coupling between depth
and energy depletion, it is likely that the ability to
subsist within energy-limited environments would
confer a selective advantage in the deep sediment
and would be the primary force driving the patterns
that are seen here.

Traits for selective persistence
As most subsurface microorganisms lack cultured
representatives, it is difficult to link these phylogenetic
patterns to an understanding of what traits confer a
selective advantage in the energy-depleted deep biosphere. Broad analyses of taxonomic shifts are indicative of adaptation to low energy, most notably in terms
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of the relative increase in archaeal abundances with
depth (Figs. 4 & 5, Sørensen & Teske 2006, Teske
2006, 2013, Teske & Sørensen 2008, Orcutt et al. 2011,
Parkes et al. 2014). Archaea are frequently found
within extreme environments, and adaptation to
chronic energy stress has even been proposed as the
primary attribute distinguishing them from Bacteria
(Valentine 2007). Still, what is the functional basis for
their success in the deep biosphere, and how do select
bacterial taxa also persist? A recent shift towards
metagenomic and single-cell approaches has allowed
a closer look into the physiological capabilities of
these dominant uncultured organisms (Dodsworth et
al. 2013, Lloyd et al. 2013, Nobu et al. 2016, Marshall
et al. 2017, Starnawski et al. 2017). Atribacteria, for instance, are one of the most commonly described deepsediment phyla, reaching relative abundances of up
to 48% in the deepest clay sediments in our metaanalysis and extending down to 500 mbsf (Fig. 5).
Atribacteria have been proposed as heterotrophic
anaerobes, with some lineages predicted to specialize
in carbohydrate or fatty acid fermentation (Dodsworth
et al. 2013, Carr et al. 2015, Nobu et al. 2016). Chloroflexi are also prominent members of the deep biosphere. Of these, the Dehalococcoidia are particularly
abundant in the deeper samples, which is consistent
with previous 16S rRNA diversity analyses (Ciobanu
et al. 2014, Oni et al. 2015). Single-cell studies targeting Dehalococcoidia hint at a versatile metabolism,
capable of fatty acid and organic compound oxidation
as well as carbon dioxide fixation, sulfur cycling, and
reductive dehalogenation (Kaster et al. 2014, Wasmund et al. 2014, 2016, Fullerton & Moyer 2016).
Among the archaeal groups, there is a dominance of
Lokiarchaeota (MBG-B/DSAG), MG-I, Bathyarchaeota
(MCG), and Methanomicrobia. The Bathyarchaeota
are arguably the most widespread and abundant
members of sediment communities, with relative
abundances anywhere between 1 and 100% and a
very large phylogenetic diversity (Kubo et al. 2012,
Lloyd et al. 2013, Fillol et al. 2016). Stable isotopic
analyses of subsurface sediments off Peru have indicated that Bathyarchaeota may have a heterotrophic
metabolism, growing by assimilation of fossil organic
matter (Biddle et al. 2006). Additional approaches using single-cell genomics and metagenomics have
suggested a role in the degradation of detrital proteins as well as acetogenesis (Lloyd et al. 2013, Lazar
et al. 2016) and, more recently, the potential for methane metabolism in deep groundwater environments
(Evans et al. 2015). Methanomicrobia are also dominant persisters that increase in relative abundance
with depth. This class includes members of the anaero-

bic methanotrophic (ANME) archaea, which are often
enriched in the SMT zone in aggregates with sulfate
reducers (Boetius et al. 2000). These analyses indicate
that persisting taxonomic groups possess diverse metabolisms, with discoveries of new metabolic capabilities increasing dramatically in recent years (Lazar et
al. 2015, Fullerton & Moyer 2016, Nobu et al. 2016).
Among these, there are many groups that are capable
of growing fermentatively or by acetogenesis in
deeper sediment layers. These metabolisms could
confer an advantage in the sediment, as they would
provide energy regardless of changing geochemistry.
A similar theory was proposed by Lever et al. (2010),
who suggested that the wide substrate spectrum
available to acetogens may allow them to outcompete
substrate specialists under extreme resource limitation.
This expectation is also consistent with metagenomic
data from Arctic Ocean sediments, which show that
functional genes involved in fermentation greatly outnumber those responsible for terminal oxidation processes (Kirchman et al. 2014). Nonetheless, this is
likely an oversimplification of the many metabolic
niches present within the deep subsurface biosphere.
Profiles of volatile fatty acids in marine sediments indicate that the concentrations of such fermentation
end products are largely stable throughout much of
the sediment column, suggesting that they are controlled by terminal mineralization processes throughout (Glombitza et al. 2015, C. Glombitza pers. comm.).
Adaptations to energy limitations may also be unrelated to metabolic function, instead favoring physiological traits that allow cells to lower their BPR or increase their substrate uptake efficiency. Jørgensen &
Marshall (2016) review these and other possible adaptions to severe energy depletion. They suggest that
cells in the deep subsurface biosphere may adapt by increasing ATP synthesis efficiency, either by reducing
membrane permeability or by relying on alternative
ions, namely sodium, for ATP production. Microorganisms that lack such adaptations may persist
throughout the sediment column by sporulation,
which allows them to switch to a dormant state when
the energy flux drops below their BPR. This expectation is consistent with the present findings, which indicate a high relative abundance of Firmicutes in deeper
sediment samples (Fig. 5). These sequences likely represent the dormant microorganisms themselves, as
modern DNA extraction procedures target vegetative
cells as well as endospores (Dineen et al. 2010). Previous sediment profiles have also shown that spores do
have a dominant presence in the deep biosphere, with
population sizes that are possibly as high as vegetative
cells (Langerhuus et al. 2012, Lomstein et al. 2012).
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While promising, these analyses provide only a
small insight into the range of microbial functions
present within the sediment column. They are complicated by numerous factors, such as the potential
for these organisms to alter their metabolic function
in response to changing environmental parameters
(Plugge et al. 2011). Functional differences among taxa
may also represent selection pressures other than, or
in addition to, energy limitation. The most notable of
these is viral-induced cell death, which has been
suggested to be a significant contributor to cellular
mortality in the deep subsurface (Danovaro et al.
2008, Engelhardt et al. 2014, 2015, Jørgensen & Marshall 2016). Resistance to viral lysis could mediate the
selective survival of key taxa in the sediment column
while also playing an important role in altering the
subsurface environment. Both viral-induced and
other forms of mortality are likely to contribute to the
selective growth of surviving populations. However,
at an estimated growth yield of 11%, mortality can
only account for a minor fraction of the organic carbon assimilated (Lomstein et al. 2012); microbial
necromass formation thus only presents a small feedback loop, where unadapted populations that die off
further increase the selective growth of persisting
taxa.

CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES
The information presented so far suggests that
selection is the predominant force driving vertical
community assembly in the sediment column. While
diversification, dispersal, and drift could still theoretically impart changes, we expect that they are most
influential within the surface environment, particularly within the bioturbation zone. This paints the
picture of a relatively dynamic surface habitat, where
mixing and bioirrigation produce heterogeneity, and
the increased availability of electron donors and acceptors promotes community growth and turnover.
As communities are buried below the bioturbation
zone, they can only undergo limited adaptive evolution, leaving them subject to the gradient of selective
pressures imposed by increasing depth within the
sediment column. This expectation is consistent with
previous research, which found that the biggest
change in microbial community composition occurs
between the surface environment and the SR zone
below (Starnawski et al. 2017). Dissimilarities in OTU
composition between sites suggest that different
geographic locations have distinct seed communities,
which constrain the composition of the subsurface
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community as they are buried over time (Fig. 7A).
Despite this variability, each site appears to be subject to a similar gradient of environmental filtering
with depth, leaving only a subset of (similar) persisting taxa to dominate the subsurface below (Fig. 7B−D).
The environmental filtering seen in Figs. 4 & 7 suggests that sediment depth and age are the major factors associated with selective pressures, as geochemical zonation would likely produce a more variable
and stratified picture of taxonomic composition.
However, due to the close association between microbial processes (Jørgensen 1982, Thomsen et al. 2001,
Leloup et al. 2009, Holmkvist et al. 2011) and specific
geochemical zones, it is feasible to assume that community changes still occur within these regions.
These are likely changes that only affect a minor subset of the community (the terminal oxidizers) and do
not contribute substantially to the broad patterns that
we see. Environmental filtering has been previously
implicated as a major driver of microbial community
assembly in shallow aquifers, particularly with respect to deeper, fine-grained sediments (Stegen et al.
2013). Similar assembly processes are likely imposed
within marine sediments and continuously shape the
subsurface communities as they are buried over time.
This conclusion is consistent with the previous hypothesis that microbes found in deep marine sediments
exist as relics of past surface communities that have
been buried over time (Inagaki et al. 2005, Teske
2013, Lever et al. 2015, Walsh et al. 2016a).
With the overarching theme of energy availability
driving our understanding of these assembly processes, it is critical that we acknowledge current
shortcomings in estimating in situ energy heterogeneity in the subsurface. Current estimates of percell metabolic rates and average biomass turnover
times are derived from measurements of the bulk
community, such as radiotracer techniques to estimate rates of SR (D’Hondt et al. 2002, Holmkvist et al.
2011, Hoehler & Jørgensen 2013). Incubations with
stable isotope-labeled substrates have demonstrated
that the majority of cells are capable of metabolic
activity under nutrient-rich conditions (Morono et al.
2011); however, virtually nothing is known regarding
the variability in individual cell-specific activities in
situ. If specialized populations are capable of preferentially utilizing the organic compounds present
within the sediment while others remain dormant,
our current activity estimates may be representative
of only a small pool of metabolizing organisms. Any
potential heterogeneity in activity can alter our understanding of the community dynamics we see here, as
dormant populations represent an alternative means
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to avoid selective filtering with burial, as well as a
seed community that may regain activity at variable
depths within the sediment (Lennon & Jones 2011).
Significant discrepancies in cell-specific activities
could also result in a few taxa with lower generation
times and greater potential for diversification. To
begin to address these questions of heterogeneity
and the ways in which they may influence community assembly processes in the subsurface, we must
expand on our current work to include analyses of
the activities of single cells or individual taxa in situ.
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